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Abstract: We expand on the factors that may shape the predictability of risk and the potential
impacts on the links between vigilance and fear, primarily in aquatic prey communities.
Uncertainty in predation risks has been shown to induce increased levels of neophobia among
prey. As a result of this phenotypically plastic response, prey are faced with risk assessment cues
that may vary widely in their reliability. We argue that decomposing predictability may provide
useful insights into the relationship between vigilance and fear.
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In his target article, Beauchamp (2017) explores the links between vigilance (an observable
behaviour) and fear (an underlying ‘state’) among prey animals. One factor that Beauchamp
suggests might lead to the decoupling of ‘vigilance’ and ‘fear’ is the predictability of risk. Focusing
primarily on the aquatic literature, we expand on this question and argue that it is a potentially
fruitful area of research.
A growing body of research highlights the impact of the spatial and/or temporal variability
in predation threats and how this leads to uncertainty amongst prey populations (Lima &
Bednekoff 1999; Brown et al. 2013). Ecological uncertainty can be defined as ambiguity about the
state of the environment due to incomplete information (Dall et al. 2005; Munoz & Blumstein
2012). It is well-established that prey that can reliably assess local risks are better able to balance
the conflicting demands of predator detection and avoidance and a suite of other activities such
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as foraging, mating, and territorial defense (Lima & Dill 1990; Sih 1992). In the absence of reliable
information regarding local risks, however, prey should ‘overestimate’ the degree of risk (Brown
et al. 2014). Responding to non-relevant cues or situations would result in lost opportunities, for
example, to forage. However, failing to respond to a relevant threat may result in death. As a
result of these asymmetric costs, prey are expected to ‘err on the side of caution’ when faced
with uncertain conditions (Johnson et al. 2013; Ferrari et al. 2018).
How then do prey cope with ecological uncertainty? Initially, prey can reduce uncertainty
through the accumulation of direct and indirect experience (i.e., learning; Dall et al. 2005; Schmidt
2010). As a result of acquired information, they should be better able to reliably assess risks and
optimize behavioural decisions (Brown et al. 2011). This has been particularly well-studied in prey
fishes (Brown 2003; Ferrari et al. 2010). For example, a wide variety of aquatic prey can recognize
predator cues when they are paired with damage-released alarm cues (a reliable and honest
indicator of local risks; Ferrari et al. 2010; Brown et al. 2011). However, learning is itself costly, as
prey must survive the initial interaction with a potential predator in order to accumulate relevant
experience (Ferrari et al. 2007). We have argued that phenotypically plastic neophobia (broadly
defined as the avoidance of any novel stimulus) may function as an adaptive response to
ecological uncertainty, reducing the short-term costs of learning among prey populations (Brown
et al. 2013). For example, Trinidadian guppies (Poecilia reticulata) from high but not low predation
populations exhibit increased predator avoidance (Brown et al. 2013) and latencies to explore
novel foraging patches (Elvidge et al. 2016) in the presence of novel cues. Indeed, exposure to
elevated risks, even over a period of a few days, is sufficient to induce neophobic responses in a
variety of aquatic prey (Brown et al. 2013; 2015).
Thus, prey are faced with risk assessment of information that varies in reliability. A cue is
reliable when it is consistently correlated with immediate predation risk (Searcy & Nowicki 2005);
therefore, known cues (i.e., damage-release alarm cues or cues learned via direct experience)
may be more reliable than unknown (i.e., neophobic) cues. The variable reliability of information
may influence the apparent correlation between vigilance and the underlying physiological
correlates. Beauchamp outlines four potential cases determining whether vigilance is a good
marker of fear. In cases 2 and 3, vigilance and physiological correlates decouple; Beauchamp
relates this to the predictability of risk in a prey’s ‘landscape of fear’. We might predict that the
link between vigilance and fear is a function of ecological uncertainty and reliability of a cue (Table
1). Hence uncertainty, coupled with the reliability of information, may play an important role in
determining whether vigilance is a good marker of fear. Below, we outline how vigilance and
physiological correlates of fear will be influenced by uncertainty.
Table 1: Effects of uncertainty in environment and risk on prey vigilance and
physiological correlates of fear
Environment
Risk
Certain
Uncertain
Known
Vigilance increases
Vigilance increases
Physiological correlates decrease Physiological correlates decrease
Unknown Vigilance decreases
Vigilance increases
Physiological correlates decrease Physiological correlates increase
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Initially, habitats or patches in which prey have adequate foraging opportunities and are
exposed to a stable predator guild can be considered as having low degrees of uncertainty. Under
such conditions, risk cues are more likely to be known, providing reliable information to prey
(Brown et al. 2011). Prey could optimize behavioural trade-offs by responding only to known
information and ignoring unknown cues as unlikely to represent acute risks. However, as the
predictability of resources and predation decreases, prey would potentially benefit from
increasing vigilance towards novel cues (i.e., neophobia; Brown et al. 2013). In fact, uncertainty
may have an additive effect on avoidance by prey. Trinidadian guppies respond with predator
avoidance to cues of mixed reliability, but over-estimate risk when both sources of information
are unreliable (Feyten et al. unpublished data). Likewise, guppies exposed to different levels of
background predation had a graded response to known risky cues, but an elevated, non-graded
avoidance response to a novel cue (Brown et al. 2014). In addition, guppies tested in pools with
high micro-habitat complexity were more neophobic (i.e., vigilant) than guppies tested in lowcomplexity pools (Feyten & Brown unpublished data).
We might likewise expect the interacting effects of ecological uncertainty and reliability
of information to be drivers of stress responses. Ecological stressors (i.e., predation, food
deprivation) can be acute or chronic (i.e., shorter- vs. longer-term; Boonstra 2013; Cyr & Romero
2006). Boonstra, however, suggests that prey may show a chronic stress response to acute threats
when those threats are unpredictable. As a result of this unpredictability, prey may develop
anticipatory memory of the attack, enhancing vigilance and increasing fear. We might expect any
form of ecological uncertainty and the resulting reliability of risk assessment information to
similarly influence the decoupling of vigilance and fear. When prey are exposed to reliable (or
known) cues in predictable environments, we expect them to have only a short-term stress
response to risks. For example, Belding's ground squirrels (Spermophilus beldingi) experiencing
predictable high-risk habitats had lowered stress hormone levels (compared to those facing low
risks), suggesting the ability to mount a stress hormone response and consequently a quick
behavioural response (Mateo 2007). Similarly, if the risk assessment information is known but the
habitat is uncertain, we expect a tempered intensity of the stress response. Thus, knowledge of
available information may counter Boonstra’s predicted effects of uncertainty.
Alternatively, prey may face unreliable cues. Analogous to the previous example, we
expect the effects of predictable environments to counter the effects of unknown risk assessment
information. When an unknown cue is perceived in a predictable environment, we expect no
increase in physiological correlates of fear. The reasoning is that the costs of a stress hormone
response (depleting energy stores) might be greater than any potential benefits. However, when
the environment is unpredictable and the cue is unknown, we expect these two sources of
uncertainty to have synergistic effects, resulting in the large chronic response suggested by
Boonstra. Consequently, we expect the benefits associated with a stress hormone response to
outweigh the costs until prey learn to reliably associate specific risks with novel cues.
As argued by Beauchamp, predictability may lead to the decoupling of ‘vigilance’ and
‘fear’. We argue here that predictability is itself a product of ecological uncertainty and the
reliability of public information. Given that ecological uncertainty is predicted to increase as a
result of the combined effects of climate change, anthropogenic habitat loss and/or invasive
species, how prey populations respond to uncertainty and its effects on information is fast
becoming a pressing question.
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